
Volleyball Parents and guardians: 

I am writing this note on behalf of all of the Horizon volleyball coaches. Welcome to a new volleyball 

season! We are excited about the start of a new season but there is also a little apprehension regarding 

the Covid situation. The purpose of this note is to provide information regarding this Covid affected 

season. The first effect of Covid was the fact that we cancelled our volleyball parent meeting due to the 

inability to properly social distance in the cafetorium and that is where I would have covered all of this 

information. Here goes in no particular order: 

 - Players will be allowed to come to school for practice on their non-live school day but they cannot 

enter the building before 4:00. We realize that this means a shorter practice on non-live days but we are 

making an effort to keep kids from piling up in the hallway and/or locker room. Kids coming from home 

should not use the locker room but rather should come ready to practice or play if it’s game day. We 

also understand that this can create problems with transportation to Horizon for the non-live kids. 

Players will not be punished for not getting to practice on their non-live day but practice on their live 

day is required. Skipping practice on live days will result in reduced playing time.  

 - Players are not required to wear a mask but it is recommended for any pre-practice meetings or 

anytime there is close contact that isn’t on the court. Players on the bench in a gym will socially distance 

and wear a mask. Players keeping scorebook or operating the scoreboard must wear a mask. 

 - Players have to provide their own water bottle and carrying hand sanitizer is suggested.  

 - Players should wear clean clothing to practice each day. 

 - Players should wash their hands or use sanitizer frequently especially after practice or game.  

 - Players should exit the building immediately following practice and games.  

Attendance at contests: 

 - We need to limit the number of spectators in the gym therefore each player will be allowed 2 “invites” 

to a game. We fully understand the hardship this creates in the case of the players siblings, 

grandparents, blended families, and others who want to attend games but Covid has left us no choice.  

 - If spectators cannot maintain social distancing at games a mask is required.  

 - We ask that you please follow the above policies as none of the coaches want to be the “gym cop” nor 

should we have to be. The quickest way to get the gym closed to fans is to violate the attendance policy. 

If they can play professional sports with no fans we can certainly do it in a middle school gym.  

 - If a person that is in attendance at a contest wants to live stream the event via Facebook or a similar 

format for those not in attendance that would be fine but this will not be done by Horizon or BPS at the 

middle school level.  

Most Importantly: 

 - whether it pertains to the attendance policy or a player not feeling well or a player in close contact 

with someone who has tested positive, we need honesty. No one wants to miss practice or games but if 

a player isn’t feeling well they must stay home until the situation is resolved. Trying to “sneak by” could 



result in a surge in cases and if that happens it is certain the middle school athletics will be shut down. 

We all need to do our part to keep our volleyball season rolling. Thanks in advance for your help! 

 - Any change in the Covid threat level could change all of the above.  

Questions should be directed to Horizon Athletic Director Mark Hager at 

mark_hager@bismarckschools.org 

 


